
Previous: 7,766.8 PSEi change: 1.94%

High: 7,917.4 Best: BPI +6.21%

Low: 7,792.3 2nd best: SECB +5.25%

Close: 7,917.4 2nd worst: JFC -1.70%

Val. traded (mn): 5,233.6 Worst: RLC -1.93%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.1800 3.4390 5 years -0.1090 4.3490

6 months -0.1590 3.6490 7 years -0.0660 4.4870

1 year -0.1570 3.8640 10 years -0.0720 4.5560

2 years -0.1520 3.9580 20 years -0.0070 4.8810

3 years -0.1620 4.1120 30 years -0.0260 4.8750

4 years -0.1440 4.2430

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.955 52.320 EUR/USD 1.1202 1.1184

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0155 2.0125 5 years +0.0373 1.5503

6 months -0.0337 1.9530 10 years +0.0319 1.7342

2 years +0.0239 1.6069 30 years +0.0192 2.2522

Philippine peso

August 8, 2019

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities recovered on the back of investor optimism over banking stocks following overall positive earnings results for the first half of 2019. Local fixed

income yields plummeted due to high demand for short tenors given expectations of a cut in key interest rates. The Philippine Peso further depreciated as trade

tensions continue.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities were mixed and Asian equities were flat, as policy rate cuts by several central banks helped alleviate concerns over escalating trade war,

though investors remained cautious overall. European equities were up on positive corporate news. US yields rose as concerns over global growth

settled down slightly, while the USD remained flat.

 The Philippine Peso continued to weaken amid jitters over simmering trade 
tensions between China and the US. The USD/PHP pair closed at 52.320 
(+0.70% DoD). 

 Local fixed income yields significantly declined yesterday with yields falling 
11.22% DoD, on average, led by the short-end of the curve which fell 16.20%. 
On the local front, demand for short-term fixed income securities increased  
ahead of the Monetary Board's policy meeting this afternoon as the market 
expects a cut in key interest rates.  On the global front, the rise in trade war 
tensions prompted risk-off sentiment. 

 Local equities recovered yesterday, gaining 1.94% DoD with the PSEi closing at 
7,917.39. Yesterday's gains were led by the big banks, namely the Bank of the 
Philippine Islands (PSE Ticker: BPI; +6.21% DoD), Security Bank Corp. (SECB; 
+5.25%), and BDO Unibank Inc. (BDO; +4.03%). Local banks have been 
reporting double-digit earnings growth and positive loan growth figures for the first 
half of 2019. 

 According to the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), the growth in exports 
and decline in imports in June marked its third straight month for the year. 
Merchandise exports grew 1.5% to USD6.008 billion. Meanwhile merchandise 
imports fell by 10.4% to USD8.48 billion in June from USD9.469 billion in the 
same month in 2018. This led the trade-in-gap in June to shrink to its smallest 
amount in 15 months. 

 Security Bank Corp. (PSE Ticker: SECB) reported its net income for the 2Q of 
2019 reached Php2.57 billion, a 31.79% increase from Php1.95 billion reported 
last year. This was driven by the increase in net interest income to Php6.12 billion 
(+22% YoY) as total revenues went up by 32% YoY to Php7.9 billion. The 
company reported its return on assets and return on equity at 1.3% and 8.83%, 
respectively. 
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use 
of the information contained herein. 
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 

 US equities were mixed as investors considered the positive effects of several 
central banks around the world cutting policy rates (potentially offsetting a 
slowdown in global growth), versus continued concerns over escalating trade war. 
The DJIA closed at 26,007.07 (-0.09% DoD) while the S&P 500 ended at 2,883.98 
(0.08% DoD). 

 Asian equities were flat as investors maintained a cautionary stance on trade 
concerns and GDP growth, despite moves by several Asian central banks to cut 
policy rates due to a slowdown of domestic economies. The MSCI APxJ closed at 
486.05 (0.02% DoD). 

 European equities advanced as concerns over a potential global slowdown were 
outweighted by positive corporate news and earnings, especially in the travel, 
media, and technology sectors. The MSCI Europe closed at 124.12 (0.23% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields recovered as concerns surrounding global growth slowdown 
and the US-China trade war settled down a bit. On average, yields rose by 1.05 
bps, while the 10Y rose to 1.7342. 

 The US Dollar was relatively flat amidst trade war concerns. The DXY index closed 
at 97.5440 (-0.09% DoD). 


